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The RICO Baringo Programme aimed at strengthening primary health care and responding to epidemics in counties in Kenya. The
medical team travelled on a two day journey to Rotu, Baringo County to provide medical aid, collect epidemiological data and
officially mark the close of the second 3-month batch of food donations to 7 villages in Rotu Location.
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WELCOME TO THE RICCAN
Welcome to the official newsletter, The RICCAN Newsletter. This newsletter provides an overview of the miles made in the
past completed financial year at RICO and further details on the analysis of where the organization stands in terms of its
mission. This document is pertinent for the organization’s success in the following four capacities:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

The ability of RICO to monitor, assess, analyze and report recommendations.
The adaptive capacity of RICO to create and implement internal and external changes based on recommendations.
The ability of RICO management to create and sustain the vision, prioritize, provide direction and generate
outcomes and results.
The ability of the organization to implement all of its key organizational and programs.
Perform an analysis over the organization’s strengths and suggestions for strengthening its capacities.

The RICCAN can also be used as a starting point for discussions and suggestion for changes and partnerships. It compares
this organization to the other similar organizations. This creates a platform on which the organization can improve its
operations and achieve maximal growth and development.

RICO LOCATION AND FURTHER DETAILS
OFFICES
Kenya, Nairobi County, Kahawa Sukari
Baringo Rd, 3rd South Avenue

CONTACTS
Tel: +254 716 424 448 OR +254 725 608 292
Email: rockhealthconsults@gmail.com OR info@rockhealth.co.ke
Website: www.rockhealth.co.ke

TO DONATE
Please contact +254 716 424 448 OR +254 725 608 292 for further details
Mpesa PayBill No: 625625 to National Bank Account: 01281128747200
OR
Bank to Bank Transfer
Bank: National Bank Kenya
Account Name: RockHealth Integrated Care
Account No.: 01281128747200
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BARINGO COUNTY: PROJECT ROTU PHASE II 2018
In the month of November, 2017, RockHealth Integrated Care Organization (RICO) heeded to the cry of the people of Baringo
who had been adversely hit by an outbreak of Malaria, one of the biggest causes of morbidity and mortality in the tropics. The
initial idea was to provide medical aid to one of the areas that had been severely affected, Rotu. Rotu is one of the most
disadvantaged areas in the county, as it is literally almost inaccessible. Food and medical access are not a luxury with other
essential services being unheard of. These are some of the factors that contributed to the choice of Rotu as the place to run the
project in line with the overall mission of RICO to promote access to primary healthcare for
universal healthcare coverage in a fashion that is responsive to the needs of the people.

The first phase of the project was implemented between 9th
and 11th of November, 2017 and was a huge success (see

5 villages,
nearly 2000
received food
donations.

Baringo Medical & Feeding Camp Report, 2017). Sadly, the
first camp was an eye-opener helping root out some of the
deep-seated needs of the people of Rotu that necessitated a
follow-up camp. Most of the population was observed to be
grappling with moderate acute malnutrition with children
under the age of 5 being worst hit. Moreover, the only
dispensary in that area that was being run by the Catholic

611 was the
number at
triage and
525 patients
treated.

Mission was at the verge of being closed because of staffing issues among other logistical reasons
posed by the geographical inaccessibility of the area. Thanks to our sponsors, RICO was able to
organize a return to Rotu that was initially scheduled for March 2018.

Recommendation made from the Phase I Report
The Rotu Community Health Unit serves a population of 32,000 people. It has been functional until August, 2017 but
stopped functioning following lack of medical personnel. Even while it was functional, there was only one medical
personnel, a nurse. The dispensary will come in handy in the control of diseases and containment of endemic diseases so that
outbreaks are prevented or fast responded to.
RICO proposed revamping and facilitating the dispensary by:
1. Holding collaborative discussions with the county government of Baringo in ways they could partner with RICO in order
to ensure medical personnel are allocated to the area. 2. Seeking for further facilitation to keep the dispensary in operation
sustainably. 3. Procure more medical equipment. 4. Working with community health volunteers on disseminating public
health education.
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PLANNING & THE JOURNEY
The planning for the return to Rotu began almost immediately after the completion of the first phase in November of 2017.
Proposals were drawn to have a bigger and more targeted camp that would also support the primary healthcare structure of the
area to help avert the problems witnessed during the malaria outbreak of late 2017. The 2018 camp stood to benefit from the
data that was collected during the first camp that was duly organized in the form of a succinct report.
A tentative date of March 2nd was set for the food aid and field hospital. All plans were geared toward ensuring it would be a
success. Unlike the previous time when RICO had to organize for the purchase and transport of food to the ground, Fr. Sean
McGovern, our host at Rotu dealt with the purchases and transport in advance so that the medical team would travel from
Nairobi on 28.2.2018 for a 2- day camp on 1st and 2nd of March. Massive mobilization had been done on the ground thanks to
the Mission and local government officials.
In an unfortunate turn of events, some security and logistical upheavals came about at the last

A team of
11 medics
left Nairobi
for Baringo
County, Rotu.

minutes of planning in late February prompting the RICO executive committee to postpone the
project to a later date. However, due to the level of mobilization that had been done, it was agreed
that it would only be prudent to at least do some food distribution as earlier planned with the
medical camp being postponed until a time when the Nairobi team would be able to touch base.
Several attempts to set the date in late March and April failed, prompting the date to be set at early
May. The medical team was cut to a minimum of 11 following advice from Fr. Sean, our host.

Major changes were proposed that needed a huge logistical backing. It was evident that the success of the initiative would
then be highly dependent on real-time re-organization of which the RICO team was up to task.
On May Day 2018, a team of 11 medics left
Nairobi for Rotu. The plan was to sleep at Koloa
on the 1st, be picked by a land cruiser on 2nd, hold a
camp/food aid on 3rd and travel back on 4th May
2018. Conveniently, an 11-seater Nissan shuttle
was hired for the purpose. The journey from
Nairobi’s Ruiru area began at exactly 0801hrs.
Stopovers were made at Nakuru and Marigat for
food and item purchases. At around 1700hrs, the vehicle was at Chemolingot where it left the C2 road for a rocky road that
was not easy to penetrate. The Nissan shuttle had to be pushed in a number of occasion to pass through the unfavourable
terrain. Furthermore, the situation was complicated by the heavy rains that were being witnessed in the whole of the country at
that time. At one instance during the to-journey, the vehicle got stuck in the middle of the River Maron and it was clear that it
would not reach Koloa, as earlier envisaged. Instead, the team had to spend the night at Barpello High School thanks to the
intervention of the Catholic Mission at the area. It was not until the next morning, 2nd of May that the journey to Rotu aboard a
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Land Cruiser provided by Fr. Sean McGovern started. Graciously, the team landed in Rotu sometime later in the evening, in a
rather seamless journey. To cap it all, the welcome was in song and dance organized by the locals.

Clockwise from top left:
Team reading to cross River Nginyang;
Stony road to Rotu from Kollowa in/on Fr. Sean’s Land Cruiser.
Team assembling at the Rotu Community Hostels on arrival.
Team having a meal at ‘Hilton Hotel’ Kollowa
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FOOD DONATION & FIELD HOSPITAL
The camp was run on 3rd of May, details of which are summarized herein. The numbers were almost overwhelming, but
thanks to the dedication of the medical team, over 350 patients were attended to on that day. The better part of the evening
was spent on food donation. The tables below report how food had been distributed previously until the final day of donation
on 3rd of May.

FOOD DONATION
ITEM

QTY DISTRIBUTED

Maize

47, 90kg bags

Beans

47, 90kg bags

Sugar

19, 90kg bags

Rice

28, 100kg bags

Cooking Oil

85, 20L cans

Salt

170, 1kg packs

VILLAGES SERVED

Rotu, Tirioko, Kewan, Kakokon, Chepunto, Kulal, Lonoo

Table 1.0 2nd Food Distribution March - May, 2018; *Figures provided courtesy of Fr. Sean, validated by RICO

7

170
households

Villages
.
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Images of food being donated at the Rotu Mission where mothers from 7 villages converged to collect their food.
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FIELD HOSPITAL
A total of 345 patients were seen during the medical camp in Rotu held on 3/5/2018. The total number of patients who were
registered at the triage was about 150 more predominantly interested in the screening only. Of these, 215 were female and 130
were male. Under 5s made up the majority of patients making up 39% of the total.

Pharmaceutical Donations to Rotu Community Health
Unit being presented to Fr. Patrick and Fr. Sean
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EPIDEMIOLOGICAL REPORTS

FIGURE 1: COMPARISON OF PHASE I AND II PREVALENCE RATES OF <5 YRS OF AGE

 A total of 345 patients were seen during
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total. A total of 44 dermatological cases

PHASE II

Most of the ophthalmological cases seen
were in under 5s making up 50%
 Other cases seen on the day of the med camp include general body malaise, myalgias, arthralgias and headaches. The
male to female ratio was 0.41. Majority of patients seen with these cases were aged 13-39 making up 54.41%
 The number of GIT cases seen
was 54. The male to female
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male to female ratio was about
1.0. Most of the cases seen
were under 5s making up 60%.
 A total of 181 patients had their
blood pressure taken. Most
(164) had normal readings.
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NYERI COUNTY
The idea of having a Medical Camp in Nyeri County was conceived in the final quarter of 2017 as the organization was
advancing plans to mark the World Diabetes Week for the year (11th- 18th November). Unlike previous years when RICO
would hold screening and treatment camps in Kiambu County to mark the week, this time the team was approached by the
Rotary Club of Nyeri regarding the same. The plans were expanded and a fully-fledged medical camp was then to be held but
special emphasis laid on Diabetes and its associated co-morbidities.
PLANNING
Part of the planning involved a need to verify the need in the county. Freiberg, Onyango, Ashbaugh, & Mehta (2016) noted
that there is an increasing burden of non-communicable diseases in Kenya of which diabetes mellitus is a major one.
RockHealth
Integrated
Care
Organization (RICO) takes a keen
interest in this given the changing trends
in healthcare hence a need to provide
patient-centered care that is responsive
to the felt needs.
Data from the Diabetic Management and
Information Center (DMI) place the
prevalence of diabetes in Nyeri at a high
of 11.6%. The figure is said to be even
higher among the urban families with
some sources quoting even over 20%.
This is higher than the national average of a little less than 10% in the
past decade (Chege, 2010). Given the high indices, RICO was
privileged to partner with Johnson & Johnson Company (J&J) which
would offer equipment and glucometer strips for the screening of DM
during the camp.
Due to some logistical challenges on the ground, Rotary Club of Nyeri
(RCN) proposed a change for the date of the camp that was to be done
during the World Diabetes Day of 2017. The camp was rescheduled to
th

20 of January 2018 with efforts being directed to ensure it would be a
success. A reconnaissance was done at the Nyeri Health Center in Nyeri
Town and the framework of the camp was outlined. RCN was to be incharge of the mobilization with the location of the campsite being
fronted as one of the factors that would facilitate good flow. The period
th

preceding January 20 was largely unremarkable.
th

The camp was held on 20 of January 2018. Anticipating delays on the road, the medical team left Nairobi at 7 a.m and
arrived at the site a few minutes past 10 a.m. The groundwork was good, coupled with the framework established during the
preliminary stages, it was easy to set up and get working. Registration had already begun since patients were in the queue as
early as 9 a.m. as had been announced in the mobilization messages.
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The flow began with registration then triage where vital parameters
were measured. Blood glucose check and body mass index (BMI)
assessment were deliberately put in the triage section which was quite
consistent with the original theme of the camp. Patients would then
proceed to the consultation tents where general consultation desks
were the order of the day alongside special desks for maternal and
child health, nutrition and counseling/psychology. This was further
supported by the First Lady’s Beyond Zero Campaign team that was
there to provide cervical cancer screening for eligible women. The
laboratory area was well equipped with J&J Company donating more
glucometers that facilitated easier handling of repeat blood glucose
tests where warranted. Patients who needed medication as per prescription were provided with the same free of charge from
the pharmacy bay. The registration was closed at 3 p.m heralding the closure of the camp at 4 p.m when all the patients had
been served.
CHALLENGES & DERIVED STRENGTHS
The biggest challenge experienced during this camp was an extraordinary
level of under-mobilization. In a typical camp, RICO attends to 700-1500
people. In Nyeri, only a little over 200 people received services. Rotary
Club Nyeri, the main organizers, attributed the dismal turn-out to the
changes in dates that had been occasioned by political uncertainty in late
2017. There were, however, some basic assumptions regarding the
mobilization strategies that were noted by RICO which were pointed out
for correction in case of any future engagements. Of the 204 people
screened during the camp, 18 had overt hyperglycemia diagnostic of
diabetes (RBS > 11.1 mmol/L). The quoted number excludes those who
were known diabetic patients whether on treatment or not. Newly
diagnosed patients were counseled, received a free nutritional consult and
linked with the diabetes care clinic at the facility. The social impact, however, is by far the most invaluable aspect of any
community diagnosis venture. RICO takes pride in the fact that the medical team reported spending more quality time with the
patients hence being able to establish what their felt needs really are. These records are available courtesy of the KUTV crew
that was covering the event.
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NAIROBI COUNTY
In this particular partnership, RICO was approached by the Rotary Club of
Milimani to help in organizing a medical camp at St. Catherine’s School in
South B, Nairobi. The camp was themed ‘Maternal & Child health’ as it was
targeting the women and children of the nearby Mukuru slums. It came at a
time when there had been protracted doctors and nurses strike that had gravely
disadvantaged the people living in the mentioned slum areas. RICO supported
the logistical planning of the camp, including providing a team to do the
stock-take for the drugs that were donated towards the initiative. Some of the
drugs came from the RICO pharmaceutical stores. The medical team on a
material day was also augmented by the RICO medical professionals who
offered their services for free. Other partners in the South B camp include Medanta Africare for triage, Meditest for the
laboratory services and City Eye Clinic who provided specialist eye consultation & treatment.
MEDICAL CAMP
The camp was held on Saturday
24th March 2018. The set up was
seamless as had been envisaged
and mapped out by Hakeem Kiboi
(CEO, RockHealth). Registration
was done by the Rotarians as
patients were ushered to the triage
area where Medanta Africare and
RICO ambassadors took the vital
parameters and referred them to
the consultation area as needed. At the consultation area, there were both general and specialist consultation services. The
available specialties included: Health, Obstetrics & Gynaecology, Otorhinolaryngology (Ear Nose & Throat),
Ophthalmology and Dermatology.

Over
700
Patients
Seen

The flow was excellent, with patient inter-change being well planned. The services of the
Rotaract club members can also not go unnoticed as they helped a lot in the crowd control and
in other support services. The camp began at 9 o’clock and by 4:30 p.m., the consultation
queues were already done. Focus shifted to the pharmacy with some of the doctors going to help
dispense the medications.
Over 700 patients were served in the camp, most of whom were women and children.
Respiratory tract conditions were the most predominant followed closely by gastrointestinal
issues.

The wide range of specialist services ensured the patients received the best care as and when needed. There was also a
myriad of drugs which meant patients could find a majority of the drugs prescribed by doctors. Those who needed even
further referrals were supported accordingly. The camp was a huge success.
Appreciation: Special gratitude to the main organizers of the camp, the Rotary Club of Milimani and all the sponsors and
donors. It should be noted that majority of the drugs used in the camp came from donors who were generous enough to
support this noble initiative. To all the medics and support members that made the St. Catherine’s Camp a success, VIVA!
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MURANG’A COUNTY
The idea to have a medical camp in Gatanga was borne by one David Kariuki Ndung’u, (Mr.), a son of Kigio Village,
Murang'a County. David, alias ‘The Duke of Gatanga', approached Rockhealth Integrated Care Organization (RICO) through
the social media platform- Facebook and what followed was a series of coordinated deliberations that led to the successful
implementation of the camp at the end of the month of June 2018.
RICO accepts partnerships outside its calendar of events guided by the policies on field hospitals (Ref Partnerships/Medical
Camp Policies/2018). This particular partnership would be the 3rd for the year 2018 and as would later be noted, conceivably
one of the most fruitful. The rest of this prose outlines the process of planning through implementation of the Gatanga Field
Hospital and a separate annex giving the unabridged discussion of epidemiologic trends as analyzed and packaged by the
Rockhealth Research and Projects team.
PLANNING
The planning for the Gatanga Medical Camp started in early March immediately after the first meeting between RICO and
David Kariuki, the convener. The initial idea was to have the camp at Gakuraria Primary School in Kigio Village, Gatanga.
The proposed date was the 9th of June with each partner being tasked with particular roles to complete to ensure the camp
would be a success. A series of meetings were held thereafter and a number changes effected in this regard. A final date of
June 30th, 2018 was agreed upon. The proposed site was also changed with the main shopping center at Kirwara being fronted
to host the one day camp due to strategic and logistical reasons. Thanks to great ground props, most of the mobilization was
done near seamlessly and there was a general feeling that hitches would be at a minimum in preparation for the camp. The
area chief was on board and notifications were also sent and received from the county government officials.
A reconnaissance was held on the morning of 9th of June, 2018. The team looked at the proposed ground and came up with a
framework for operation on the material day. There was also a brief meeting with Chief Ndung’u, the area chief, who was
very instrumental in the planning culminating in a visit to the Kirwara Sub-County Hospital. All was set for the end of June
camp.
IMPLEMENTATION
A team of 29 medical personnel and ambassadors left Nairobi on the morning
of Saturday, 30th June 2018. The ground team was well prepared and thanks to
the kind of mobilization done, there was a huge crowd of people already on the
ground by the time the team was arriving and setting up. The process was
rather seamless.
A total of 6 stations were set up for the offering of services:
 Triage & Registration- this is where patients would be received and
given tickets for easier crowd control. Their details would then be
taken in order of their raffle ticket numbers followed by a quick triage and recording of vital observations. They
would then be ushered to the consultation tent.
 General Consultation- here, patients would be seen by the medical officers & clinical officers present. The day was
‘cancer-themed’ and the team took time to offer general counsel regarding the topic whenever possible.
 Special Consultation- City Eye Clinic was one of the partners during the camp, outsourced by RICO to offer
ophthalmological services during the camp. A number of the patients required this service as noted in the discussion
part of this report.
 Breast Cancer Screening & HTS- a special, cordoned room was set aside for this service thanks to our host. HIV
Testing Services (HTS) were also offered.
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 Laboratory Services- the lab section helped deliver basic tests that supported the general consultation and
pharmaceutical services.

From top left round: Triage, Eye
Clinic, Laboratory services,
Psychologist at the HIV Testing
and Counselling services.
Honorable Member of
Parliament of Gatanga,
Humphrey Njuguna dispensing a
dewormer to a patient and
later, a photo with the host, Mr.
David and the RICO Cofounders, Mr. Juma theophilus
and Mr. Hakeem Kiboi
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KAJIADO COUNTY

The plan of going to Kajiado to hold a medical camp came last year in the process of implementing our goals as an
organization. This led to fixing this camp into our annual calendar as part of our 2018 activities.
Specifically, the camp was to be Kajiado West Sub-county, Olorien location, where our host there gave us the opportunity to
use the church as our main venue. Most of the population was observed to be struggling with respiratory tract infections with
rheumatological disorders being preponderant among the elderly.
PLANNING
The planning for Kajiado began almost immediately after the completion of a medical camp that was held in Gatanga.
Proposals were drawn to have a bigger and more targetted camp that would also support the primary health care structure of
the area to help avert the problems that the locals were facing. The
2018 camp stood to benefit from the data that was collected during
the previous camps that were duly organized in the form of a
concise report.
A tentative date of July 20-21 was set for the food aid and field
hospital. All plans were geared toward ensuring it would be a
success. The so gained experience among the organization officials
was a plus in steering a smooth movement of the camp. This was
seen with how the transport of both medics and food for the
donation was conducted seamlessly. We were joined by studentinterns from Spain, Hong Kong & Ukraine who were of help to the
camp and were enrolled as RICO Ambassadors.
The set date for the camp was July 20 – 22, 2018. Massive
mobilization was done on the ground with the help of local officials including the chief, area sub-county MOH and the County
Government of Kajiado. There was good coordination with the organizing committee at Rockhealth ensuring everything went
as planned.
This camp goes into the record as one of the many successful camps held by Rockhealth Organization in the first half of 2018.
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FOOD DONATION AND FIELD HOSPITAL
The camp ran for two days. The station was at Olorien’s Dominion Church Grounds. Over the two days, a total of 273 patients
were seen, the majority being females at 172, (63%) of the total population.
Cases of gastrointestinal infections were seen to be an issue in the area especially among people of the age of 13-40 years.
Another problem that was noted was of skin infections mostly in the pediatric age group.
Gastrointestinal conditions ranked third as the most significant cause of morbidity among patients seen. Urinary tract
infections are, however, still a ca use of concern among women of reproductive age as noted from previous camps.

Food donation was made on the second day of the medical camp. The process ran smoothly as there was good coordination
between the team and the locals.
COMPLETION, ENGAGEMENTS & CONCLUSION

The team at RICO would like to appreciate all who supported the
completion of Project Kajiado 2018. First is to thank the Almighty
God for the gift of life, health, and strength to follow the project to its
conclusion.

Special thanks to our donors for their unwavering support and for
entrusting us with their resources to further our vision for the
community.
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MIGORI COUNTY

The idea to have a medical camp in Kuria came after hopes of having a fully-fledged medical camp and food aid in East Pokot
as envisaged in the RICO calender were blunted to some extent (see East Pokot 2018 projects report). While P roject Rotu was
gracefully conducted from May Day through to the 4th of May, 2018, there were plans underway to ensure that part of the
resources would be well spread to cover the Kuria Camp for maximum impact.
Kuria East Sub County would be the place where the RICO medical team would be dispatched to. One of the remote wards in
the sub-county had been adversely hit by floods in the period March-May and there was a proposal to have a medical camp at
Gokeharaka Shopping Centre with a mobile team reaching out to the flood-hit area.
Geographically, Kuria East is one of the 8 sub-counties in Migori County with the others being Suna East, Suna West,
Nyatike, Uriri, Rongo, Kuria West and Awendo.
The poverty index stands at 0.496 in the rural areas. Most people depend on small-scale agricultural cultivation and livestockrearing to take care of their daily needs. Tobacco cultivation and use are
also rampant in the area.
PREPARATIONS
The set date for the camp was May 31st - June 3rd, 2018. Thanks to our
host, Dr. Mahiri, the planning was near seamless and less of a burden on
the team. Massive mobilization was done on the ground with the help of
local officials including the chief, area Member of County Assembly,
Member of Parliament and the County Government of Migori. There was
good coordination with the organizing committee at Rockhealth ensuring
everything went as planned.
IMPLEMENTATION
The camp ran over two days. The main station was at Gokeharaka
Shopping Centre and a mobile team would be dispatched each day to
Siabai Makonge Area where floods had been reported early on in the year.
Over the two days, a total of 683 patients were seen. Females made up the
majority at 437 (63.98%) while males were 246 representing 36.02%.
Worth noting also, the majority of the patients were youth aged 13-39
years while under-5's represented only 7.76% of patients seen. The
contraceptive uptake rate in the area can subjectively be classified as good.
Most of the patients whose blood pressure was taken were normotensive
with about 27 others recording moderate to severe hypertension. In a
similar fashion, random blood sugar checks had 3 patients newly
diagnosed with diabetes.
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Overall, the disease prevalence followed a predictable pattern as there were no major departures from existing data on disease
profile on the county save for a few remarkable facts. Gastrointestinal conditions ranked first as the biggest cause of morbidity
among patients seen. Respiratory conditions ranked second and a new entrant, dermatological conditions ran a close third
position to close the top three list. Urinary tract infections are, however, still a cause of concern among women of
reproductive age.
CHALLENGES & LEARNING POINTS
Project Kuria 2018 marked the beginning of RockHealth's penetration of West and Southern Kenya with concerted efforts to
continue addressing the felt needs of the people who really need help in the primary healthcare setting. There were a few
challenges experienced including difficulties in accessing the site due to the poor state of the so-called ‘access roads'
complicated by heavy rains. The team was however up to the task after all.
In disease profile, a number of ophthalmological conditions were treated
with prospects to have eye services in any future endeavors being highly
welcome. A few cases of severe malnutrition were also noted despite the
area being supposedly well endowed with food. There should be even
more robust mechanisms to establish effective referrals for patients who
may require such kind of care in the field. All in all, it was a great
experience and a successful project. More details have been provided in
the annex to this report.
Sincere appreciation to all who facilitated this camp in one way or
another. A special thank you to our donors, ground team led by Dr. Mr.
& Mrs. Mahiri and the RICO executive implementation committee.
Asante sana!
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KIAMBU COUNTY - Githunguri
In the spirit of support and service to the community,
RockHealth Integrated Care Org (RICO) offered its hand in
support (planning and execution) of a medical camp at
Githunguri, Kiambu County that was slated for 13th October
2018. The medical camp was set up at Kahunira Primary
School
This particular camp was called by Karanja Kamira (Mr.)
and family. The intention was to have an activity in memory
of his daughter, Dr. Fraschiah Kamira hence the denotation,
“Kamira Medical Camp”. RICO was brought on board
courtesy of the Chief Executive Officer of the
Pharmaceutical Society of Kenya, Dr. Daniella Munene and
the framework of engagement developed.
PREPARATIONS
The preparations for the camp began in early August. More
intense logistical meetings would continue in the month of
FIGURE 3: BANNER AND AN IMAGE OF (FROM LEFT), MR. KARL
September with the involvement of PCEA Kikuyu Hospital
ALEX, DR. DANIELLA MUNENE, MR. HAKEEM KIBOI AND MR. JUMA
as one of the partners for this particular camp. Also on board,
THEOPHILUS
would be The First Lady (Kenya) Beyond Zero Campaign
stepping in to conduct Breast, Prostate and Cervical cancer screening, HIV Testing Services (HTS) and linkage to care. PCEA
Kikuyu Hospital would offer specialist ophthalmological and orthopedic screening and referrals.
The bulk of the medical services were to be offered by RockHealth Integrated Care Organization (RICO). The organization
provided the medication that was to be used in the camp, alongside offering its formidable team of integrated personnel and
medical equipment for the activity.
Moreover, as part of the preparations for the field hospital, the organization held a special session of its continuing interdisciplinary forums (IDFs) for the medical team. In the IDF held on 4 th October 2018, there were deliberate attempts to
highlight the epidemiological trends in Kiambu's Githunguri Sub-County to prepare the team psychologically in terms of
epidemiological
trends.
A
reconnaissance was held on the morning
of 8th October 2018 as part of the final
preparations for the camp.
IMPLEMENTATION
The camp was held as scheduled on
Saturday, 13th of October, 2018. The 26member medical team assembled at the
RICO offices at 3rd South Avenue,
Baringo Road and departed at 7:00 a.m.
The journey to Kahunira Primary School, the site of the camp, was seamless. Preparations on the ground were top-notch
thanks to good coordination between the organizers and the partners.
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Set-up was not a concern either, given the team’s vast experience in organizing field hospitals, this being the 7th in 2018 alone.
All the stations were up and running by 9:30 a.m. The camp ran until 4:00 pm. Great mobilization had been done and the
numbers were huge, albeit not overwhelming. A summary of the numbers of the people seen and the epidemiological data is
provided in the annex of this report.
The guest of honour for the event was Professor (Dr.) Mungai Ngugi, a professor of Urology at the University of Nairobi.
Professor Mungai graced the event and gave an inspirational speech culminating the event. The penultimate address was made
by Mr. Kamira Karanja terming the event a success, and hopefully, helping to bring closure for the family in memory of Dr.
Frachiah Kamira.
Among our partners included the Limuru Girls High School that offered to provide student volunteers to the medical camp.
Dr. Fraschiah Kamira was an alumnus of the high school. The students assisted in crowd control, registration of patients and
those who learnt how to use a blood pressure monitor volunteered in the triage section.

FIGURE 4: STUDENTS OF LIMURU GIRLS IN THE TRIAGE

FIGURE 5: FROM RIGHT: MR. HAKEEM KIBOI, DR. ENG. FRANCIS
MAINA AND FAMILY TO MR. JAMES KAMIRA. INSIDE ARE
DAUGHTERS OF DR. FRASCHIAH KAMIRA AND THEIR DAD

RICO Android App Coming up Soon!!!
The app will enable follow-up of clinical cases of
non-communicable diseases identified during
medical aid screenings in RICO Field Hospitals as
well as an opportunity for patients to seek
consultation and receive health education. This
application will apply to areas with high
prevalence of non-communicable diseases
specifically diabetes, hypertension, etc.
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KIAMBU COUNTY - Gatundu

The following is the report by the projects team at RockHealth for the Medical Camp held on Friday, 9th of November, 2018 at
Gatundu Level 5 Hospital & Grounds in Kiambu County. The partners in the event included H.E. Madam Susan Ndung’u,
First Lady, Kiambu County, Mark of Life Foundation, PCEA Kikuyu Hospital, Beyond Zero Campaign and RockHealth
Integrated Care Organization (RICO).
This particular medical camp came about after a successful implementation of the Kahunira Medical Camp in Githunguri duly
organized by Mr. Kamira Karanja. Her Excellency the First Lady of Kiambu, Madam Susan Ndung’u called for the event
through her Mark of Life Foundation. A number of meetings took place in preparation with the last series being on 24 th
October and 29th of the same month.
IMPLEMENTATION
All systems ready, the day for the camp
remained unchanged. On Friday 9th
November 2018, the medical and
organizing teams woke to a huge crowd
at the Gatandu Level 5 Hospital. Great
mobilization had been done with the
target being to serve up to 3000 people.
Crowd control was plausible with a few
hitches here and there that were
addressed optimally. The medical bit was
up and running by 9:30 a.m.
The flow and services were as follows:
1. Registration done by KMTC Nursing Students
2. Triage by RICO Triage Team
3. Nutritional Counselling- Gatundu Hospital & RICO Team Nutrition
4. General Consultation- RICO Team Medicine doctors, Gatundu Hospital, PCEA Kikuyu
5. Special Consultation- Orthopaedics, Ophthalmology by PCEA Kikuyu Hospital
6. Cervical Cancer Screening- Beyond Zero Campaign
7. Adjunct Laboratory Services- RICO Lab
8. Pharmaceutical services- RICO Pharma, Gatundu Hospital Pharmacy team

1,340
Patients
Seen

A breakdown of the disease distribution of people served and the epidemiological map of the area will be available on our
website www.rockhealth.co.ke and also shared among the stakeholders.
Special Appreciation to all who made this camp a success. Cheers!
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IMPACT IN SUMMARY
More than
3, 297,600 KES
13,740

patients
served

14 job
opportunities
created

Out-of-pocket
expenses saved

19 internship
opportunities
created by the
ambassadorship
programme

7 health
disciplines in
one integrated
medical team

8
Counties in
Kenya

8 volunteers
have joined us
on community
rotation from 3
countries
abroad

More than 180
households
with app. 5
members each

RICO IMPACT
AS AT 2018
7 villages
benefit from
feeding
programme
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AWARDS, SELECTIONS AND RECOGNITIONS 2018
RICO BAGS FAIMER AWARD
On 14th to 21st of August, Mr. Hakeem Rabuka Kiboi, CEO and Cofounder RICO made a journey worth thousands of miles to the University
of Limerick, Ireland. This trip was attributed to the collection of a
prestigious award from the Foundation for Advancement of International
Medical Education and Research (FAIMER) for coordinating an
outstanding project in health in Kenyan rural communities. The award,
‘The Students Project for Health Award’ was only awarded to 19 more
other students on a Global scale. Further to this, the award was given to
students lobbing for innovative reforms in the health care sectors in their
respective countries as well as providing a multi-sectorial approach to
FIGURE 6: MR. HAKEEM KIBOI. CEO RICO TO THE FAR
societal health challenges.
RIGHT. WITHIN, FELLOW WINNERS AND GEMX
OFFICIALS
This award packaged opportunities including an opportunity to present on
the organization’s project, ‘Strengthening Primary Health Care and
Response to Epidemics’ during the ‘Towards Unity for Health’ Conference, receipt of an award during an award ceremony
and a myriad of networking opportunities across more than 100 countries. All the sessions and workshops revolved around
offering a multi-sectorial approach to community health as an item in improving the livelihoods of communities as well as
achieve universal health coverage.

WE SUSTAIN AFRICA ESSAY AWARD
Title: We Only Live Once to Create a Change
Mr. Davis Otieno Opiyo, the Ambassador’s Director at RICO was selected
as one of the winners of the “WESustain Africa Essay Award” themed,
“How can the youth harness the opportunities in Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) as a means of tackling the current social, economic and
environmental challenges in Africa by 2030?”
Here is a gist of the essay and how to access it online
“Tackling the current social, economic and environmental challenges are
inseparable from sustainable living. Sustainable living entails reducing
demand on natural resources and ensuring that the irreplaceable ones are
used conservatively and with temperance. Sustainability has often been
FIGURE 7: HEAD OF CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY AT
mistaken for living without luxuries. A magnified focus on sustainability
SAFARICOM AWARDS A FINALIST OF THE WESUSTAIN
drives us to the conclusion that we need it for both life and well-being. In
ESSAY COMPETITION, DAVIS OTIENO OPIYO.
a society whose majority is naïve of such matters, the youth come in
handy by integrating several innovative measures to create a more sustainable environment to achieve social, economic and
environmental stability. The key focus of this paper is to underscore strategies by the youths that can be drawn from the
sustainable development goals (SDG) in solving social, economic and environmental challenges by 2030….” To read
further, click this link https://wesustain.africa/we-only-live-once-to-create-a-change
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